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Arts Beats and Poetry Detroit style...
A little bit of love in Michigan 

Southfeild ,Michigan , 17.02.2019, 04:28 Time

USPA NEWS - An array of poetic and artistic talent was displayed at Punchline Comedy Lounge in the metropolitan Detroit area.

An impressive assembly of artists and poets was featured at a well known comedy venue in the metro Detroit area.Punchline Comedy
Lounge located in Southfeild Michigan held a pre Valentine's Day poetic event that's catching alot of attention. Arts Beats and Poetry is
its name and it has alot of new and upcoming talent in regards to open mic skills.
The event was hosted by the poet/artist known as Mizhani Movement.
Alot of the subject matter initiated by the artists covered a wide range topics like relationships,black history month,politics,love and
some of the artists own personal experiences.Esau,who was one of the performers had alot of content in the sphere of affinity and
love.The poet/artist known as The Ellematic View was also in the building who gave a captivating performance, check her out at The
Ellematic View at You Tube.
Kim Joyce Music gave a exilierating vocal and musical performance with her acoustic guitar and well tuned voice.There were many
others along with the smooth sounds by the djs at the event.If your ever in the Metro area treat yourself to some good Music and
poetry.Arts Beats and Poetry is a traveling poetry show,go online for schedules and times.
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